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Vermont Attorney General’s Office 

109 State Street

Montpelier, VT 05609

Dear Attorney General Donovan,

The Marlboro College Board of Trustees has failed dramatically and repeatedly in their fiduciary

responsibilities to govern, maintain, and oversee the institution. They have allowed the president

to act with demonstrated duplicity. That resulted in the abrupt departure of dedicated active

faculty with more than a third of the years of experience at Marlboro. They have accepted

without careful analysis a steady erosion of enrollment. They have approved policies that sharply

reduced tuition income per student. They have repeatedly set and then ignored deadlines to close

money-losing programs originally designed to subsidize the core institution. They have neglected

alumni participation and support, allowing alumni-giving to slip from a participation rate in the

top 10% nationally to a point where fewer than half of the alumni even have current contact

information on college mailing lists.

I write to urge you to do everything possible to prevent the closure of Marlboro College and the

transfer of its assets to Emerson College in Boston. At a bare minimum, I urge you to prevent the

dissolution of the corporation and the transfer of Marlboro College's good name to Emerson, in

the hope that a new board and new leadership might someday revive the institution. I know

Marlboro College intimately from many different perspectives, and I believe it is safe to say that I

have the respect, confidence, and trust of my colleagues (both faculty and staff), my students,

past presidents and deans, as well as of trustees, past and present.1

1I taught at Marlboro for forty-seven years and was part of the group that established the

core course in the Humanities that ran for more than twenty-five years. I served as Dean of

Faculty and Acting Dean of Faculty, twice as Co-Director of the World Studies Program. I was

elected by my colleagues as their representative to the Board of Trustees multiple times over

those years, as well as to the Committee on Faculty (our hiring and review committee). I served

at various times on the Admissions Committee, the Curriculum Committee, the World Studies

Program Committee, the English Committee (which administers our writing requirement), and

numerous hiring committees for both faculty and staff (including one hiring committee for

President). I was elected multiple times as moderator of our college Town Meeting and to our

Community Court, where I was frequently chosen as presiding justice. I served twice on

Long-Range Planning Committees, one of which I chaired (and wrote the report for) and twice

on committees writing self-studies for NEASC, our accrediting agency. I served on and then

chaired our Building Committee. I have worked closely with all previous presidents of the

college, and I know most of the trustees, several since they were students at the college.

I have also served actively in the Town of Marlboro, on the Planning Commission, the

Development Review Board, and the Board of Civil Authority (all of which I have chaired), as

well as Justice of the Peace for more than twenty-five years. You may recall my detailed rebuttal

of your predecessor's report on the police shooting of Robert Woodward, which I sent to you

during your first campaign against Sorrel.
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You have received many letters already opposing the closure of the College. Many have

described the rarity of this sort of education and community and governance. They have detailed

the profound loss the disappearance of the College would represent. Many letters have also

identified ways in which the process through which the Board has arrived at this end has been

inconsistent with the principles of clarity, transparency, and consultation upon which the college

was founded and upon which it has operated for most of its life.

Though I have made such arguments previously myself, I am aware that such process issues do

not necessarily provide grounds for you to act. I want to focus attention instead on a pattern of

Board decisions that represent a failure of good governance and responsible oversight. Some

specifics are so egregious that some faculty and supporters of Marlboro have believed that the

Board set out to close the college beginning in 2016. The college has faced grave financial

challenges for almost its entire history. Nonetheless, it has always had a dedicated faculty and

staff, and by 2016, it had a larger endowment and better facilities than ever. It had a strong and

vibrant curriculum. The college community has striven to address problems as they arose and to

keep the Board informed, but the Board has repeatedly not heard or has failed to act.

Presidential Search and Effects: Identifiable problems in governance at the Board level arose

with the recruitment of the current president. All previous presidential searches, like searches for

faculty and for senior staff, had been conducted with broad campus participation, both through

membership on the search committee and through public presentations by and meetings with

finalist candidates. This time, despite strong advice and pleas from the Faculty and the college

Town Meeting, the Board followed advice from a search firm to conduct the search in secrecy.

There were still community representatives on the committee, but they were allowed to report

almost nothing about the process or the candidates, who, if they visited the campus at all, did so

in secret. 

We learned nothing about the selected candidate until his resume was posted and he arrived on

campus the day before his appointment was official. The resume suggested some elements of a

good match with Marlboro, but within the first year, it became clear that the secrecy of the search

process had led the new president to understand his role more as CEO, with a hierarchical

structure of responsibility and control, than a participant in Marlboro's well established, and

formally delegated, distribution of authority, in which faculty, staff, and students all have

participatory and consultative roles. This president nominally supported "transparency" and

"consultation," but repeatedly acted against both. He told the faculty Delegates to the Board that

they could present only a single issue at any Board meeting and "consulted" with faculty

committees by telling them his decisions before he told the whole community. (See detailed

examples in the Statement for Kevin attachment.)

Phased Retirement Cancellation: In April of 2016, the president abruptly terminated the

Board-approved phased retirement policy, without consulting the Board as the policy itself

required. He did so without consulting the Committee on the Faculty, the Faculty Finance

Committee, or the Curriculum Committee, announcing the decision publicly in the final weeks of

the semester. Six longtime members of the faculty nearing retirement were effectively pressured

into making immediate decisions to retire within a year. I notified the Board of the president’s
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action, assuming they had approved it as required and expressing my astonishment that they had

done so without timely notice to affected faculty. Shortly after that, the president told me that the

Board had never approved the retirement policy in the first place. A quick check of Board

minutes showed that his assertion was untrue, yet I later learned that the president had also led

the Board to understand that they had never approved the policy. (See details in the Statement for

the President and Continuing Challenges, Sept ‘18, attached). The supposed rationale for this

action was to save money, but there was at the time no financial analysis showing how much or

how it would save. The effect on the community, both faculty and students, was dispiriting, to

say the least. That the Board neither dismissed the president nor reversed his unwonted action

was grossly unfair to individuals and destructive to the institution.

The Renaissance Scholar Program: In the spring of 2016, the president proposed to increase

enrollment by offering one full-tuition scholarship for each state to candidates with strong

academic records and a history of responsible community action. The rationale was that strong

students would swell our enrollment without significantly adding to faculty load and that at least

their room and board fees would support the budget. As with the retirement termination, there

was no fiscal analysis, and it is not even clear whether Ren Scholars received further scholarship

aid toward room and board. 

Moreover, without consulting the faculty (responsible for admissions standards), the criteria were

apparently changed during the summer. Faculty were never told which students were Ren

Scholars (though some self-identified) and when some of them turned out to be in academic

trouble in following semesters, we could not even get a requested report on the academic

performance of the group. The Board celebrates this program as an achievement, without

apparent awareness of the effect on the damage to the perceived value of the education and on

our disastrous discount rate (over 70%, at least twice what it should be).

Presidential Review: For the previous three administrations, the Board has engaged in a discreet

confidential review of the president, talking with several members of the faculty and senior staff.

I have been one of those that members of the Board have spoken to in the past, and I have given

them a balanced assessment in each case. While it is just possible that they conducted such a

review with the current president (and given my vocal role in the retirement fiasco, I wouldn't

have expected to be asked for comment), none of those in a position to provide useful analysis

appear to have been asked. In any case, no one has observed any correction of attitude or process,

such as might follow a thoughtful review. That the Board has evidently voted bonuses

approaching the base salary for new faculty in the midst of financial and institutional crisis is

further evidence of irresponsibility. (For contrast, it is worth noting that a previous president

offered his personal retirement fund as a guarantee in an earlier crisis.)

The Graduate Center: Marlboro's Graduate Center began three presidents ago. It established a

program very different from the undergraduate program (nonresidential, a heavy emphasis on

technology, mostly adjunct faculty, no community governance) with the avowed purpose of

subsidizing the undergraduate program. In about its third year, it produced a theoretical net

benefit to the college. 

In every other year of its existence, it contributed to the actual deficit, despite peculiar

bookkeeping, in which the support from the college Admissions team, the college Librarian, the
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college Dean of Faculty, and the college maintenance staff was never counted as part of the

Graduate Center budget, making the Grad Center look better than it was and the undergraduate

program look worse. Moreover, rental of space in the Grad Center building in Brattleboro

counted toward the Grad Center budget, even though the building was purchased using a $90,000

grant given in support of the undergraduate college. 

For at least the last four years, the Dean has assured me, the Board has set one deadline after

another for the Grad Center to show a profit or at least break even or it would shut down.

Repeatedly, it failed even to break even, and it was never shut down: the last graduates from the

Grad Center will finish after the last Commencement for the undergraduate program, having run

at a deficit its entire life.

Alumni Relations: The administration and the Board have been woefully negligent in this area,

which is the essential base for both fund-raising and recruitment. The alumni organization has

been allowed to lapse, and though seven alumni are now regular members of the Board, the

rotating alumni positions have lapsed as well. Alumni achievements have been absent from

recruiting materials and largely invisible even to current students. Most seriously, the contact

lists for alumni have been neglected (for details, see the letter to your office from John Coakley

on the board of the new, independent Marlboro College Alumni Association). 

Mailings to alumni as recently as April 2019 assured them that although other small colleges in

Vermont were closing, "Marlboro [was] not on that path." The consequent shock of the

announcement that the college would merge with the University of Bridgeport, and the almost

immediate collapse of that deal, spurred alumni into fevered action to help with raising funds and

with recruiting new students. Yet the Board signed, without public notice, its first agreements

with Emerson to close the college even as they allowed alumni to continue their work to preserve

it. Continuing such efforts by alumni and others have been hampered by the lack of

communication and cooperation from the Board and hampered further by a series of misleading,

disingenuous public statements.

Internal Board Governance:, Many discussions of critical issues appear to have taken place

informally or in executive sessions, so it is difficult to know all of the details ,but some things are

clear. Board membership has been relatively stagnant. The members of the Board "believe" in the

college, but they have not used their long association with many members of the college

community to build the deep understanding and insight into the long-obvious problems the

college faced. Several trustees have resigned, out of concern for the direction and management of

the Board itself, yet there has been no system of self-evaluation or even a process of an "exit

interview" to inform the whole Board. 

The Board have allowed and relied on extravagant (at least by Marlboro standards) outside

consultants and advisors, who have rarely understood an institution as unusual as Marlboro.

When they invited Will Wootton, a senior staff member for 19 years who went on to serve as

president of Sterling College, to attend a meeting in May 2018 and to comment, his suggestions

(Wootton Letter May ‘18 attached) either were not circulated to the full Board or were unread by

many. 

Their handling of the search for a "partner" has looked like grasping at straws, where even from
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the outside, the process has appeared rash and lacking in due diligence. The Board has seemed

overly responsive to optimistic appreciations and enthusiasms from college presidents who had

an obvious acquisitiveness toward our endowment, while it failed to appreciate obvious dangers

in the actual agreements. The proposed "merger" with the University of Bridgeport fell apart for

easily foreseen reasons (see my UB Merger Letter, attached, written well before the merger

collapsed and withheld from wider circulation at the time at the request of the Board chair).

Similar concerns apply to the Emerson deal, and despite the presence of four lawyers on our

Board, they have signed without due diligence in their analysis of who they were dealing with a

Purchase and Sales agreement with Democracy Builders Fund that even a non-lawyer can see

allows DBF to withdraw in certain circumstances without similarly protecting the College.

Conclusion: Nothing here should imply that the problems identified by the President and the

Board – low enrollment, discounted tuition, demographic challenges – are not real or should be

ignored. But neither are they new. Indeed, the imminent demise of Marlboro College has been

forecast by outsiders many times over the years. In the past, however, the Board, the

administration, the Faculty, the staff, and the alumni have all worked together, sometimes at

considerable personal sacrifice, to sustain and reinforce the college. I hope you will do whatever

may be in your power to allow this to happen again. The damage that has been done in this

process is extreme, and to rebuild from so low a point in the midst of a worldwide pandemic and

a multidimensional national crisis will take an extraordinary effort, but there remain a great many

associated with the college willing and able to support such an effort.

Sincerely,

T. Hunter Wilson
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Statement for [the President] 23 June 2016

Marlboro has undertaken this presidential transition under particularly difficult circumstances, with
enrollment alarmingly low, staffing high for enrollment, both for faculty and staff, and a physical plant
substantially larger than it was when enrollment was this low before and still under construction. At the
same time, we have underlying strength, represented by faculty and staff dedication to the academic
community and to the success of our students, an endowment immensely greater than when enrollment
was at comparable levels, and a Board with more alumni than ever, so with a deeper and more personal
understanding of what is at stake here. 

You have said a couple of times that you are “new at this” and “still learning.” We are here because we are
deeply worried about developing patterns in your new administration. Perhaps obviously, the issue with
the greatest consequence is the abrupt termination of the phased retirement policy, but the pattern that
emerges when considering that along with other issues has substantially undermined people’s trust.  We
believe that it is essential to your success, and ours, for you to rebuild that trust. That will take a renewal
in action of your commitment to transparency and community engagement. These cannot be slogans
invoked as cover for decisions made in isolation for reasons that are neither obvious nor explained. The
financial crisis we all recognize requires us to be able to work together, from a shared understanding. You
confront the crisis and its dangers daily in a way that most of us do not, but you can no more solve it on
your own than a new faculty member could work out how to teach at Marlboro without consulting and
listening to colleagues.

We have not formally engaged everyone on the Faculty or members of the staff, but we know that we
speak for many more than just ourselves, both faculty and staff. Marlboro is a small and tightly integrated
community, unusually so. We have our differences and our pettinesses, of course, and always have had. But
we have survived through greater crises than this one because we have engaged the full resources and good
faith of the whole community in the face of challenges; we have shared loss and sacrifice largely without
recriminations. That some of those who agree with these concerns chose not to join this meeting either
because they felt it would do no good or because they feared some form of retaliation is a measure of the
depth of the problem we face.

Marlboro is unusual both in its formal structure and its informal structure. In its formal structure, the
President and the Faculty are jointly responsible for the academic program, for admissions policy and
standards, and, ultimately, the maintenance of good order in campus life, though most of that last
responsibility is formally delegated to Town Meeting, in which the whole community participates.
Marlboro has an unusual philosophical integration between the academic life and the community within
which the teaching and learning occurs. Both the academic structure and the community structure are
unusual in the degree to which they presume individual responsibility for and control over the
circumstances within which we live and work. Our presumption has always been that the workings of the
community are intimately bound to the academic mission of the college. 

This may seem a rehearsal of the obvious or perhaps of the merely rhetorical, but these are in fact qualities
that have drawn and sustained faculty even when pay is low, they have drawn students from a remarkable
range of backgrounds and empowered them both here and in their lives beyond Marlboro, and they have
given staff the satisfaction of developing complex roles in an institution without many opportunities for
internal advancement. This is also a small community, both the college and the Marlboro/Brattleboro
community. We have lots of interlocking friendships and acquaintances outside of formal “channels,”
actions in one sphere may have consequences well beyond those directly affected.



You may not be accustomed to or even comfortable with the “leakiness” of small communities with
broadly shared interests. Such leakiness, however, is virtually inevitable and in fact is part of what makes
communities like this resilient: people know about and respond to issues often before they reach crisis
proportions. [The Dean of Faculty] has said that you have a particularly clear line delineating the elements
for which you are formally responsible. We recognize that some of the things we are worried about are
entirely within your formal charge. Nonetheless, we hope you realize that the whole community has a
substantial stake in your success as president. No one disputes your responsibility here, but responsibility
does not rule out genuine consultation and reconsideration as more information appears.

Consultation & Community Engagement:  

The secrecy of the search process that led to your appointment had the unfortunate effect of insulating
you from the community and from our expectation of involvement. You may know that many of us were
gravely concerned that such a lack of broad participation, though urged upon us as a necessity by our
search firm, was antithetical to our culture. As far as we are aware, you have not had any informal
background conversations with any members of the faculty to develop a more intimate and informed sense
of the institution. [The Dean of Faculty] has said that you rely on him for relaying faculty opinion, but he
serves at the pleasure of the president, which frankly looks a trifle dangerous these days, and he may not
himself have the same range of faculty observation that you might get.

You began the year by asking the Faculty and Town Meeting to elect representatives to the Senior Team.
Many thought that a promising response to a recently contentious issue. However, those reps never
reported and when queried said that they really had nothing to report, that they were never present for
discussion of substantive issues, and minutes of the meetings, previously circulated, ceased. Even the
already-established structures for broader input into decision-making have been disregarded. The Faculty
Finance Committee has said that they have seen less of the budget process than ever before; you have
characterized your interaction with that committee and with the Curriculum Committee and the
Committee on Faculty as consultation, but all three committees experienced that interaction as a report of
decisions already made.

We understand from a variety of those directly and indirectly involved that staff have had similar
experiences in PACSE, that when you asked PACSE representatives to suggest changes that would improve
efficiency and reduce costs, you treated their three pages of suggestions as trivial and even irritating. When
the members of Senior Team who were willing to comment openly on the suggestions supported them,
you nonetheless rejected them without explanation, accepting only the suggestion for Summer Fridays,
which you then announced without acknowledging PACSE’s role. When two conscientious members of
the committee chosen by their staff colleagues to represent them resign because they feel they cannot work
with you, that might give you pause; it certainly gives pause to the staff who elected them and to other
members of the community who observe their treatment.

As one faculty member wrote before the May 14th meeting between faculty and trustees, 

the decision to phase out the current retirement benefit package was, I believe, made
without the curriculum committee’s input, without the committee on faculty’s input,
without the input of those eligible for retirement, and certainly without consulting the
entire faculty.  That’s one reason we’re behind.  And it is one reason why the scale of the
challenge is as big as it is.  If you add up the number of years of teaching at Marlboro held



by the seven faculty offered ‘last call’ on the retirement benefit and add to it the years held
by Gloria and Cathy, who had already announced their intentions to retire, you get very
nearly 50% of the total.  That’s a change much bigger than any we’ve faced in the 16
years I’ve been here.

We talk about the importance of transparency and collective decision making.  We claim
to empower the community through these values.  We also claim that the faculty holds
control over the academic program.  These are not claims and values that we can observe
only when times are good and decisions are easy.  If we abandon them when times are
hard, we don’t have much to promise a new cohort of Renaissance Scholars where
self-governance is concerned.

You have spoken of the decision to end the phased retirement policy on short notice in ways that led us to
understand that the Board had been consulted and had approved the deadline. It is a shock to us, and
presumably to them, that there was no such approval. When you have been queried on this score (as on
the “consultation” with the faculty committees) your response has been only silence and vague suggestions
of some flexibility transmitted through Richard.

Transparency:

Although you declare a shared value of transparency in management, you have not seemed to live by that.
As noted above, minutes of Senior Team meetings no longer circulate and Faculty and Town Meeting reps
seem to have no substantive information. As far as we can gather, even members of the Senior Team are
frequently uncertain as to why or how a decision has been reached. Too many consequential decisions
appear to arrive from a “black box,” without visible input and with an unwillingness to consider
alternatives or unanticipated consequences or to reconsider on new evidence.

The presentation of Guillermo Rodriguez as a candidate for an honorary degree was an alarming instance
of the lack of transparency. As submitted for faculty consideration, his candidacy was in no way flagged
for special notice, and honorary degrees are ordinarily pretty much a pro forma vote. You were prepared
for a questions by having [the Development Director] present for explanations, but we had no way of
knowing until a question was raised that this candidate was not only unusual in his qualifications, but
extraordinary in the way his candidacy had been proposed, by solicitation from the Jimmy Kimmel Show.
Only direct questions revealed that this was a PR stunt, that there would be TV cameras on the floor, that
we had no control over how we, especially our graduates, might be presented. Even if such a departure
from standard practice in granting honorary degrees was going to be considered at all, transparency would
mean at a minimum that the departure would be noted and explained. That so many of us were opposed
to it on grounds of principle or the potential for ridicule and distraction from the celebration of our
students should have invited immediate reconsideration, yet the possibility of a visit to facilitate going
ahead persisted for a week and apparently is not yet beyond question.

The discussions of the budget at the two budget hearings and at Town Meeting was presented explicitly as
an instance of transparency and community engagement, yet on both those occasions you described the
process resulting in the ending of phased retirement in ways that led most of those present to believe that
the process had been well considered with the engagement of the appropriate committees for much of the
semester. People who had felt that they must not have been paying attention were grateful to learn that in
fact the whole process had taken place in about a month, but they were also distressed to find that a



decision with significant threat to the curriculum, to the program of Renaissance Scholars, and conceivably
to the college itself was presented as a fait accomplis, too late for their concerns or alternatives to have any
effect.

We have, presumably, some in-house expertise in management, at the graduate center, so perhaps some
alternatives to this less than communicative style might be considered.

Management Choices:

This is an area clearly within your formal responsibility, yet we cannot help observing that here too some
of your choices seem surprising and a challenge to the community’s confidence. If there was a single issue
on which the great majority of participants in the “advance” and the “low-hanging fruit” exercise agreed, it
was that our web site is abominable: dreary, difficult to navigate both from inside and outside, unclear
about our program and offerings, minimal in its presentation of what our graduates accomplish. Yet not
only has nothing been done to improve it, the people most capable of doing that work, even of
maintaining its present deficient function, have been discouraged until they left. Again, we had in-house
expertise in marketing in the person of [the director of the Graduate Center], but we have not used that,
either, and now he has been let go.

[The Grad Center director] was brought [up to positions on campus] in September and impressed many of
us by the way he engaged with the community, the way he listened but also challenged unexamined
assumptions. We understood from the series of additional responsibilities you placed on him, some of
them not obviously within his previous experience, that you recognized his competence. Then you
announce in March his departure in June, only to make that departure seem leisurely by abruptly telling
the community in April that he is leaving that day, with all contact information scrubbed from the college
system. 

At the same time, we have a Development Director with no experience in Development or Marketing, who
unreassuringly seems to have thought the Guillermo Rodriguez proposal was a good idea, who seems to
have little responsiveness to constructive suggestions from the community, and who is reportedly
outsourcing much of the work at marked expense and to no great effect beyond trustee contributions.
  
Summary: 

This is probably an unwelcome challenge to your management “style” and to the substance of some of
your decisions. We see the engagement this community offers as integral to our mission and integral to our
survival. The failure to engage in more than form now seems to threaten not only your constructive efforts,
notably with the Renaissance Scholars, but also confidence in the survival of the college itself. We do not
need our students new and old rattled at abrupt, unplanned changes in the curriculum. We do not need the
alumni initiating some form of social media protest campaign, as some of them have suggested. We do not
need newer faculty to feel they’d be wise to look for another place, no matter how much they believe in
this one. We do not need the local community doubting our future. The president and the faculty and the
staff need to work together to make the cuts and the changes that will allow us to survive in the short term
and to thrive again in the long term.

Note: the bracketed substitutions clarify for those unfamiliar with the individuals named in the originals



what role those people played in the college. They are added in July 2020. The original document was
presented on 23 June 2016 to the president with the Dean of Faculty by four members of the faculty with
quite different years of experience at the college.



Continuing Challenges
14 September 2016

1. If policies duly adopted by the Board, published in the College Handbook, and followed for a decade can be
abruptly terminated by the President without consulting either the college community or the Board, what
is the authority of the Handbook on any issue?

2. After our group meeting with [the president] on 23 June, [the president] asked me to remain as the others left.
He upbraided me for saying that the trustees needed to approve the deadline we had been given. I told him
that I had not said that on my own authority, that I had simply quoted the College Handbook to that
effect. He told me that the trustees had never approved the language in the Handbook and that he was
therefore not bound by anything the Faculty might have adopted. He told me that the absence of trustee
action on the language “trumped” anything that the Faculty might have done. He said that the only
language in the minutes following a discussion of retirement policy was that “the board supports the
direction in which this is going.”  I said that I was surprised at this, but that it sounded as though he had
consulted counsel. [The president] confirmed that he had, and I told him that in that case, I guessed I
would be resigning as of the end of the 2016-17 academic year. 

The following week, I asked for a copy of the minutes he was quoting from, and I received in my box a
copy of that page, from the minutes of the February 2006 meeting. The passage he quoted is there,
followed two sentences later by instructions from [the chairman of the Board] for the administration to
come back to the Board with a “package.” The agenda for the board meeting for the following July
includes the item “Faculty Retirement Package.” The minutes of that meeting record a substantial
presentation by the Dean and the Business Manager and a full discussion by the Board, concluded by an
apparently unanimous vote “to support and endorse the plan and give the green light to [the president]
and [the Dean] to implement the faculty retirement package.”

3. I had lunch with [the president] ten days ago at his invitation. We had a reasonable discussion. Toward the end
of it, I said that I wanted to clear something up, and I laid out the facts as described above. I told him that
I was troubled that I had little choice between thinking that he had not read the rest of the paragraph from
which he quoted to me, which seemed quite incredible, or that he had read further and knew all along that
the trustees had in fact approved the policy language in the Handbook. I said that I supposed that he had
given the trustees much the same understanding that he had given me, that the Board had never approved
the policy in the first place. [The president] confirmed as much and said simply that he did not think the
trustees would now revisit the process. I told him that I agreed, that there would be little point as most of
the eligible faculty had now made their decisions and were more or less resigned to them, whatever they
felt about the process. I said that, moreover, the trustees could not easily revisit their vote without directly
challenging [the president’s] authority, which I doubted they were prepared to do. He said, “thank you for
that perception.” He made no further comment on what I had presented.

4. The June vote by the trustees has been variously presented as a vote to confirm the termination of the policy (in
an e-mail from [the Dean]) and as a vote “to provide eligible faculty an opportunity to participate in the
retirement benefit before it was discontinued” in a letter from [the president]. Since there were no faculty
delegates present and no minutes yet available, we do not know what the terms of the actual vote were, but
even if [the president’s] characterization is correct, the trustees surely could not in fact be deciding to give
the faculty an opportunity that had already been established by trustee action in 2006.



5. Because there has been no acknowledgment or apology for the duplicity of this whole process and no
acknowledgment of the damage that is likely to flow from the departure so abruptly of so many faculty –
indeed the duplicity continues, as [the president’s] letter goes out to the entire community suggesting that
the administration and the institution are being generous in granting what is already ours by right – we are
virtually required to pretend, for the welfare of the college, that we appreciate what is happening

6. We have seen no assessment of what the change in policy will save or will cost, no estimates of the impact on
students and therefore on enrollment, no consideration of the effect on newer faculty. [The previous
president] raised $12 million in endowment to support faculty salaries and retirement benefits specifically,
but we have heard no report on how the income from that endowment is currently being allocated.

7. In summary, many of us in many discussions fear that [the president] seems still to have no real understanding
or appreciation for what has made and continues to make a Marlboro education distinctive and valuable.
Though he has recently begun to meet with faculty members one-on-one, he seems not to understand the
intimate connection between a faculty fully dedicated to teaching within the Marlboro model and the
curriculum as students experience it. Given his apparent willingness to mislead and to ignore contrary
advice, and his quickness to respond aggressively when challenged, few have much confidence that he can
change his style and practice in ways that will secure the continuation a remarkable institution.

Note: items in brackets are substitutions of the titles of administrative positions for the names of
individuals. These changes are made in July of 2020, to make the document more clear to those unfamiliar
with the individuals by name. 













An Open Letter on Merging

This merger, if you can think of the whale swallowing Jonah as a merger, is certainly better than

closing: better for the town and southern Vermont; better for the tenured and tenure-track faculty,

at least for the short run; better for the Music School; better for those who depart without a

closure on their resumes; better for students in mid-course, as long as they are able to persist with

a Marlboro education. I am not at all sure that it is better for Marlboro College and its history in

the medium-to-long run. I hope that the Memorandum of Understanding can be drawn with

sufficient care to sustain something of the Marlboro that has persisted against long odds for

seventy-three years. I have a variety of concerns that I want to share, though I feel certain that

others much more closely involved, and with more at stake, are already engaged with most of

them. Forgive me if I state the obvious, and forgive me for a backward reference or two.

My first and greatest concern is that the MOU define some sort of path back out for the College,

with much of its endowment intact, should UB not live up to the hopes. The only reason we

remember Jonah is that he got back out, and his whale receded into the sea of undistinguished

whales. I foresee substantial difficulties in making this merger work to sustain Marlboro as a set

of educational, cultural, and intellectual values. Not least is the endowment itself, which I

presume is the key to Bridgeport's interest, whatever moving testimony Laura Trombley has

offered for the more intangible values. Bridgeport in its history absorbed many millions of

dollars from the Unification Church, made a substantial number of accommodating changes, but

has now reportedly pruned the last of those away. I hold no brief at all for the Moonies –

Bridgeport is well quit of them – but we must consider this as at least potentially an instructive

precedent.

The integration of these two very different instructional models, with very different educational

philosophies, and very different sorts of students, will be tricky indeed. There are real potential

strengths too, of course, and those need to be defined clearly with well-defined standards for

whether we are achieving them. (The Renaissance Scholar program had neither clearly defined

goals nor any standard for assessing whether it achieved anything more than a brief, expensive,

boost in enrollment.) Having a substantial number of students visiting for a semester or two, then

disappearing, never to re-engage could have a severe diluting effect on Marlboro classes, which

tend to rely on students' growing experience with the challenges we present. UB's course

descriptions in areas that we teach suggest that even in the areas in which we overlap, what

Marlboro is doing is markedly different and significantly more serious. Moreover, it seems quite

possible that many UB students, some proportion of whom seem to be older and well embarked

upon their lives, could regard a semester or two at Marlboro as an exile to Siberia. We have some

problems on that score with our own students.

My second, related, concern is for the governance of Marlboro. The authority formally delegated

by the Board to the faculty over Marlboro's academic program and standards and over admissions

standards and policies is an essential element of how the college has worked. So is the authority

over the college's social and political life delegated to the Faculty and on to the Town Meeting.

The integration of students' responsibility for their individual academic program and their



responsibility for their collective social and community welfare is part of what distinguishes a

Marlboro education. I expect those provisions, both for the Faculty and for Town Meeting (so

both for the academic program and for community life), will necessarily lapse when our Board

ceases to exist, as I've heard it will. Our democratic traditions, though acknowledged and

admired in the abstract, are fundamentally in conflict with the administrative model of most

universities these days, and I see nothing on UB's web site to reassure me. To be frank, our own

administration in recent years has not really understood, appreciated, or complied with our

governance principles, and I suspect that that is part of what has brought us to this sad juncture.

Without those principles and without the experience of responsibility and community they

support, I fear that Marlboro will fade dismally away as an embarrassment to its former self.

I have heard that though our tenured faculty will remain tenured, they may also be required to

teach in Bridgeport and to meet Bridgeport's workload definitions, presumably as articulated and

overseen by Bridgeport's Dean or Provost. I don't assume bad faith, but I fear it, and it would not

be hard to prune our faculty and academic program dramatically by requiring transfers to

Bridgeport, leaving our endowment to support UB largely or wholly without Marlboro.

Given the critical importance of trustees in negotiating how all of this will work as we proceed, I

feel moved to express some frustration with how we have arrived at this juncture. I am well

aware of the demographic and cultural changes that challenge Marlboro and a great many other

liberal arts institutions. I also believe that the national tendency to undermine faculty authority

and independence (hardly any colleges or universities now operate with anywhere near a majority

of faculty in tenured or even tenure-track positions) and the associated scorn in our culture and

politics for critical thinking and liberal arts disciplines have contributed mightily to the disastrous

political conditions that now threaten our very democracy. The values of fair intellectual

discourse and civility that are embedded in liberal arts colleges and universities have also

sustained our polity, and we see all around us what happens when they disappear, replaced by the

exercise of raw power and economic interests apparently prepared to sacrifice our collective

future for individual profit in the present. So I do not view Marlboro's problems in isolation.

However, though Marlboro has had years, now, of low enrollment, I remain convinced that there

are and always have been at least a hundred students a year who belong at Marlboro and who

would come if we presented ourselves in an exciting, challenging, and honest way. The faculty

have been arguing since before Ellen left that our web site was a recruiting disaster: confusing,

inelegant, incoherent, and difficult to navigate. It was virtually impossible, for instance, for

prospective students or their parents to find out what sorts of careers our graduates went on to.

Faculty were no longer asked to interview prospective students. The very real challenges and

excitement of working to define and carry out your own academic program were almost

concealed, rather than featured. In retreat after retreat, outside of term time, the faculty repeatedly

identified improvements to the web site and recruiting strategies that were never made. I have not

yet had time to explore the new web site, which seems substantially better, but that it appears

only as the college itself is absorbed by UB is distressing. The opening page of the new web site

leads with a silly video declaring that everyone is welcome here without ever saying anything

about why one should want to come (other parts of the page are better, but that's what comes at

the top).



We have more endowment; more alumni trustees, with their intimate understanding of the

institution and what it can mean in a life and career; a better physical plant; a broader range of

resources in the library and in technical facilities than in the many years when the college

hovered on the brink of financial disaster. We have a dynamic faculty dedicated to the ideals of

the college, to excellent teaching and mentorship and to deep participation in the academic

community. Yet we also have an administration that has misled the faculty, Town Meeting, and

the Board about critical issues, apparently without serious consequence, except the decay of the

very community that has sustained us. 

We have a graduate program founded explicitly to subsidize the undergraduate college but which

has almost never done so (even in the few years when it produced a nominal surplus, the

administrative time from our Dean, our Library, our maintenance staff, etc., were not included in

Grad Center budgets). The Grad Center has blurred the Marlboro College identity and despite

repeated "deadlines" by which it was supposed to at least break even, it has steadily contributed

to our deficit, as far as I can tell, right up to the present.

I list these deficiencies because they have been presented to the Board yet not acted on decisively

at a stage when they might have made some (possibly not enough) difference. We are now in a

full-blown crisis when only a really hard-nosed and sustained grappling with the structure under

which the college might be sustained will do what's necessary. I know that each of you has many

other responsibilities, as I do myself, so I understand that it may not be possible at this stage,

with the whale's jaws closing around us, to prevent the eventual loss of what has been a

genuinely rare and impressive institution. Unlike the Music School, which has shared most of our

history, we are not an elite institution, able to accept only the most accomplished Participants.

Our mission has always included the acceptance of many students whose past academic records

are less than sterling but who seem to have the native intelligence and strength of character to

prosper in an atmosphere of respect for them as adults and capable of responsible choice. 

The Plan of Concentration has analogs at other institutions in their Honors Programs, but what

sets Marlboro apart is that every graduate completes one, at a level of difficulty and

accomplishment that varies, of course, but that challenges every student in a way that the more

usual separation between Honors candidates and everyone else does not. In that respect, the

expectation that every participant demonstrate achievement in a set of skills of their own

choosing, as well as in the general atmosphere in which faculty mentors and their students study

and learn together, we have much in common with the Music School quite apart from Potash

Hill.

The restoration of a genuine practice of consultation and transparency involving the entire

college community (trustees, faculty, faculty emeriti, students, alumni, and staff) is essential to

preserving much that’s worth preserving of Marlboro. The decision to carry out our last

presidential search in secret (on the advice of our search company, but without any evidence I

have been able to find that such confidential searches achieve better results) went against our

long practice and set the stage for a series of other actions and decisions in which administrative

“efficiency” and “necessity” has undermined community participation in destructive ways. We

are now in the midst of a process in which the letter that went out on our behalf is a secret, the



letter of intent is mostly secret, the process of negotiating the Memorandum of Understanding is

secret. This secrecy means that when we read a PR release from our administration that  is

inconsistent with the PR release from our supposed partner, or inconsistent with reporting in the

Connecticut paper, we have no way of knowing or of testing what to believe or whom to trust. In

this atmosphere, necessarily of distrust or at least uncertainty, it is impossible for all of us to

assure our students, our neighbors, even each other, that the outcome is workable or even

desirable. We are wasting a great deal of good will from people who love and support this

institution, from people who have drawn much from their work here and given much in return.

People feel disrespected or ignored and many respond with indignation or anger or disgust.

Higher education will lose something extraordinary if Marlboro disappears (even if remnants

persist).  Marlboro demands a great deal from those associated with it, but the demands have

been matched with the rewards of mutual respect and confidence and satisfaction. The

preservation of those demands, rewards, and satisfactions must be at the forefront of negotiations

if Marlboro is not to be simply digested into the educational pablum of a lesser institution. We

have been told repeatedly that economics and demographics are driving this process, which

makes this result seem inevitable. I suggest that we must recast the terms in which we examine

what has been happening, must look for the areas in which we do have control or may assert

control. We need to preserve our assets, whether material, moral, intellectual, or political. We

need a vision that inspires us and excites others to join us.

I offer below a possible script for the opening video on the web page. I suggested this several

years ago, and many colleagues, quite a few trustees, and even the then Admissions Director

thought it was exciting, but it never went anywhere. 

Marlboro is hard! 
You have to know what you want to do and then do it. Well, you don’t have to know when you get here,
but you have to figure it out, and figure out who will help you, and the keep at it until you finish!
I wrote a novel
I wrote an opera and took it to New York
I spent six months in Morocco working in women’s health

Marlboro is hard!
You may think you can write, but they take it seriously.  If you can’t write well, you can’t even stay.
I wrote about Randall Jarrell and German History
I wrote about grizzlies in Alaska, both for biology and my own stories.
I wrote about a sculptor named Arthur Ganson, who makes wild machines out of wire.)
 
Marlboro is hard!
It’s not a straight path to anything.
I wrote my own poetry and taught in a prison, and now I’m a lawyer.
I studied modern Greek poetry and wrote my own poetry and now I’m an atmospheric chemist.
I studied theater and acting and now I’m an actor (Well sometimes the path is straighter than others, but
it’s long!)



Marlboro is hard!
It’s out on a hillside in southern Vermont and it gets dark at night! The stars are amazing!
Half the time your cell phone won’t work.
Sometimes the power goes out in an ice storm
or the road down to town is closed in a blizzard.
We actually have a thing called “mud season.”
But sometimes the days are so gorgeous you can’t stand to stay inside.

Marlboro is hard! 
The classes are tiny – here twenty is huge – 
so there’s no hiding at the back and reading your mail.
They know who you are and they can see right away if you’ve done the assignments. No slackers!

Marlboro is hard!
You know all your teachers by first names, and they know you.
If you break up with someone, you’ll still see them at meals or in the library.
You have to get on with it.
By the time you’re a senior you know the whole college, including the teachers and most of the staff.

Marlboro is hard!

T. Hunter Wilson
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To: T. J. Donovan, AG Vermont & the Marlboro & Emerson Communities 

 

Introduction 

I am J LeShaé and I run an activist education initiative called Ms. J’s Classroom.  For 
the last four years I’ve served as the Principal of Conscious Consulting, where I’ve led 
social justice education and coaching for several institutions including The Black 
Teacher Collaborative, The Budd Center at Southern Methodist University, American 
Baptist College, One Goal, Teach For America, The Commit Partnership, and The 
Teaching Trust. I also head a youth leadership movement called Building 
Opportunities & Opening Minds (BOOM), which provides spaces of affirmation, 
decolonization, organization, and innovation for K-16 Black and Brown visionaries. I 
am a first-generation high school and college graduate, who received a full 
scholarship to obtain my B.A. in History from Clark Atlanta University (HBCU).   

I was a founding teacher at Democracy Prep Charter High School at the St. Phillips 
campus in Harlem, New York, during the 2009-2010 academic year.  I was recruited 
by Jonathan Howard and managed by the founding principal Lisa Friscia.  Seth 
Andrew served as the Superintendent at that time.  My observations and personal 
experiences with racial injustice during that year inspires my support of the activism 
of the Black & Brown at Democracy Prep Collective. I stand in solidarity with them in 
their demands for restructuring Democracy Prep Public Schools, and in their 
advocacy against the sale of the Marlboro campus to Seth Andrew & Democracy 
Builders.  I have also shared comments of my experiences at Democracy Prep with 
various journalists in Marlboro. 

Identity & Lens 

I was named Jamie LeShaé Jenkins at birth: “Jamie”, from my father, “LeShaé” from 
my mother, and “Jenkins” from British-American Confederates who fought to 
maintain slavery here in the United States.  Some of my most salient experiences 
within our present social condition (often misnomer-ed as identities) are racial 
(Blackness), gendered (Womanhood), cultural (Southern, community rich, capital 
poor), and spiritual (energetically aware sensitive/sensual).  In essence, I participate in 
this world within a dark-skinned (termed: Black), afro-haired, womb-body (termed: 
female or woman), and identify as energy. 

I am actively decolonizing from the ever-present violence of Western European 
colonial social systems.  Thus, both as an individual and as an educator, I resist all 
practices of miseducation and psychological trauma from systems of thought rooted 
in the legacy of colonial occupation of the Americas, Africa, and South Asia. I also 
stand against any practices of white-dominance or control over the 



bodies/minds/spirits of First Nations People (Native American), displaced African 
people (African-Americans, Afro-Latinx), or their descendants (Black, Latinx, 
Multiracial Persons, etc.) This includes, but is not limited to, that which occurs within 
schools.  Because of this, I am a 13-year career activist for educational equity, racial 
justice, and freedom.    

Additionally, my truths and lived experiences, which I offer as medicine for human 
healing, can be experienced by those who benefit from our present social structures, 
as confusing, conflicting, or even painful. Subsequently, in many cases, my words 
alone are discredited as destructive or dangerous, and have led to threats against my 
livelihood.   These realities influence my life, language, and lens. 

Anonymity 

I choose to lend my face and name to this movement with keen awareness of the 
dangers of full disclosure.  I have personally experienced the impacts of truth-telling 
against injustices performed by institutions and/or white people of wealth.  From 
instances of being black-balled in certain corners of the philanthropy and education 
reform worlds, to being physically threatened with a gun by 2 white men while having 
lunch on the patio of a Cheesecake Factory in 2014, I know very practically that 
openly performing as a moral conscience in a racist society is not safe.   

I have observed many questions and critiques of the Black & Brown at DP Collective’s 
anonymity.  While this is disappointing to me, I recognize that humans often struggle 
to conceptualize rationale for conditions that they have not personally experienced.  
For example, if we have not been reprimanded for speaking up against racism, or if 
we have not personally experienced harm from racists; empathizing with Black and 
Brown activists who choose to protect themselves with anonymity may prove difficult.  
Further research into social justice activism may aid us in our struggle.  The 
Movement for Black Lives offers a model of decentralized leadership and practices of 
some levels of nondisclosure.  Lessons from past resistance movements, when 
participants were beaten, assassinated, penalized on jobs and in schools, and/or 
placed on the FBI’s Most Wanted List, help us to be more strategic in our approaches 
today.   In 2020, many collectives have chosen anonymity as an organizing strategy, 
including several other charter school systems, like Success Academies, and 
Uncommon Schools; as well as magazines, like Essence. 

Our Schooling Condition 

Much of the present US American schooling condition is a legacy of colonialism.  In 
the same way that European settlers planted flags on foreign lands with missions of 
civilizing indigenous people through occupation and domination; leaders of no-
excuses charter systems, including Seth Andrew through Democracy Prep and now 
Democracy Builders, plant their institutional flags in Black and Brown communities 



with the same missionary zeal.  We do not expect reformers to request the 
perspectives of community-centric Black and Brown experts and educators, nor do 
we require them to seek permission from the community’s leaders, children, or 
parents in the places they are entering.  We just join in this 500-year history of white-
domination over Black and Brown beings, blindly. Perhaps it is too painful to consider 
how we have been complicit in continuing this ugly legacy of dominance in American 
history.  Perhaps, because we have endured our own miseducation, studying history 
from books that erase the terroristic truths of eugenics and Native American boarding 
schools, or the triumphs of community schools and Black-led universities (HBCUs), we 
haven’t a clue of the atrocities that have happened here or of those that are still 
happening.  For those of us who hold core values of equity and justice, we must 
deeply interrogate the parallels between 16th century settler-colonialists and 21st 
century neocolonialists.  We must question why, if we can now name the harm in one, 
that which resulted in the theft of indigenous lands and the enslavement of Black 
bodies, we cannot seem to see the harm in the other, that which shackles Black minds 
and spirits.  Whatever the reason, let us no longer allow ignorance to destroy our 
humanity. 

Over 200 people have submitted stories to the Black & Brown at DP Collective.  While 
not everyone who attended Democracy Prep Public Schools perceive the institution 
negatively, many do.  I do.  My experiences with racial discrimination and trauma at 
Democracy Prep’s Charter High School largely inspired my zeal for designing and 
leading social justice education in education reform organizations.  What I saw there 
was horrible.  I can confirm that several of the anonymous submissions to BNB@DP 
align to my observations and experiences at the institution between 2009-2010.  
Regardless of this, the bigger issue is the problematic orientations of DPPS’s founder, 
Seth Andrew, through whom these conditions of racial harm were born and allowed 
to fester even after his exit.  At present, he has chosen non-response when invited to 
reconcile and rectify these issues, likely to protect his ego.  Somehow he does not 
suffer the same critique as the Black and Brown folk who do respond, but do not 
reveal themselves, in order to protect their psychological and economic safety. 

There are students and faculty who had great experiences with DPPS, just as there are 
others who suffered abuses.  What will it take for us to resist the restrictions of 
“either/or” thinking and welcome the healing of “both/and”?  One truth does not 
negate the other.  When harm is being communicated, at any level and in any way 
within our schools, we have a legal responsibility to investigate.  The onus is not on 
victims to subject themselves to additional injury for the sake of satisfying public 
curiosity.  It is on us, the citizens of communities where these institutions exist, or are 
being installed, to ask questions about, and to push against the trends of racial 
injustice that are being communicated.  That said, if we find ourselves hyper-critical of 
the Black and Brown people sharing truths under the cover of an anonymous 



collective (just as several other grassroots activists have chosen to do), yet we are, at 
the same time, confident in narratives offered by white people and the institutions 
they control (alongside their access to money, press, powerful partnerships, and 
racial privileges that Black and Brown activists are not privy to), let us also name and 
accept this truth as evidence of our affinity to the culture of white supremacy.  In that 
vein, let us then own the limitations of our perspectives and honor that we are not yet 
equipped to interpret or solve this situation equitably.  Let us demonstrate justice by 
inviting racial equity practitioners, Black and Brown culturally and community-
responsive education experts, and families from our communities to speak and lead 
in these matters.  Let them have the final say. 

Investigation 

All in all, Black and Brown people are simply demanding that we – individuals and 
institutions – be and do better.  That’s all.  The Movement for Black Lives exploded 
into a global effort this year, and in turn, demands for racial justice are happening 
everywhere.  The activism of BNB@DP is not unique, but a microcosm of a larger 
reality.  The people of Vermont’s communities have an opportunity to consider its 
core values and who they want to be on the other side of history.  If anonymity leaves 
too many unanswered questions for decision makers to move forward concretely, or 
to dissolve the bill of sale to Seth Andrew, let it also inspire a full independent 
investigation into the accusations/allegations against him, Democracy Prep and the 
current Democracy Builders organization.  Seth communicated in his essay on 
medium.com a realization that he has more work to do. He made commitments to 
anti-racism.  Allowing an independent investigation into these allegations is a way for 
Seth to demonstrate good-faith effort on his commitments. On the other end, an 
investigation is also an opportunity for him to prove that these accusations are 
fallacious.  My recommendation to the Marlboro and Emerson communities, as well 
as to T. J. Donovan, the Attorney General of Vermont, is to call for the halt of the sale 
until an independent investigation is conducted to determine the severity and 
consequence of the crimes communicated by former and current students and staff. 
Some of the challenges submitted include financial mismanagement, illegal transcript 
and score handling, racial discrimination and HR breeches, policing of Black and 
Brown bodies, and sexual misconduct with minors. 

Let us not allow anymore extraneous minutia to distract us from the larger 
opportunity in front of us.  Let us be diligent in pursuing racial equity and 
accountability in schooling for all young people and educators in our communities.  

 

Truth, justice, and love. 

J LeShaé 
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The Honorable T. J. Donovan 
Attorney General, State of Vermont                        July 15, 2020

Dear Attorney General Donovan: 

I have been associated with Marlboro College for a very long time. I was a student there from 
1962-1965 and returned to be Director of Admissions 1967-1969. Then, from 1970 until my 
retirement in 2010, I was professor of history, while serving on most of Marlboro’s committees, 
being Dean of Students, being again Director of Admissions, frequently Town Meeting 
Moderator, representative to the Board of Trustees  and so on.  I know the college from many 
di erent directions in many di erent eras.  

I think it is a mistake to close the college.    Though enrollment gures are cited as the primary 
reason for closing, I can attest to the fact that Marlboro has recovered from admissions crises 
many times over. Marlboro is designed to be a small college, and various campaigns to extend 
its enrollment to particular levels have in fact produced problems rather than solutions.  
Marlboro can function well with small numbers and with the right leadership. 

Academically, Marlboro has always been noteworthy.  Attempts to make it more mainstream 
have created di culties.  The faculty and sta  have remained committed and engaged, but 
over time there seems to have developed some confusion about the model and mission of 
Marlboro.   Unfortunately this seems to underlie the current leadership’s sense that the college 
is not viable.  I believe that they are mistaken.  

For a small institution, Marlboro has an extremely active, engaged, and accomplished body of 
alumni whose continued support of the college is not to be doubted.   Over the course of this 
year, Marlboro alumni have stepped forward to work on student recruitment, fundraising, public 
relations, and consideration of recon gurations that could keep the college operational. They 
have been, for the most part,  rebu ed.   One has to wonder why. 

I urge you not to support the action of the current president and Board of Trustees. The 
process this year has failed to engage alumni, former faculty, former sta , Marlboro town 
community members, and apparently many of the people currently on campus.  The decision 
will have an impact on all of these groups, as well as close the door to future students.  A 
process like this cannot produce the right solution. 

We need new leadership.  Marlboro College can thrive. 

Sincerely, 

Timothy F. Little 
Class of 1965
Professor Emeritus of History, Marlboro 1970-2010
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Statement for [the President] 23 June 2016

Marlboro has undertaken this presidential transition under particularly difficult circumstances, with
enrollment alarmingly low, staffing high for enrollment, both for faculty and staff, and a physical plant
substantially larger than it was when enrollment was this low before and still under construction. At the
same time, we have underlying strength, represented by faculty and staff dedication to the academic
community and to the success of our students, an endowment immensely greater than when enrollment
was at comparable levels, and a Board with more alumni than ever, so with a deeper and more personal
understanding of what is at stake here. 

You have said a couple of times that you are “new at this” and “still learning.” We are here because we are
deeply worried about developing patterns in your new administration. Perhaps obviously, the issue with
the greatest consequence is the abrupt termination of the phased retirement policy, but the pattern that
emerges when considering that along with other issues has substantially undermined people’s trust.  We
believe that it is essential to your success, and ours, for you to rebuild that trust. That will take a renewal
in action of your commitment to transparency and community engagement. These cannot be slogans
invoked as cover for decisions made in isolation for reasons that are neither obvious nor explained. The
financial crisis we all recognize requires us to be able to work together, from a shared understanding. You
confront the crisis and its dangers daily in a way that most of us do not, but you can no more solve it on
your own than a new faculty member could work out how to teach at Marlboro without consulting and
listening to colleagues.

We have not formally engaged everyone on the Faculty or members of the staff, but we know that we
speak for many more than just ourselves, both faculty and staff. Marlboro is a small and tightly integrated
community, unusually so. We have our differences and our pettinesses, of course, and always have had. But
we have survived through greater crises than this one because we have engaged the full resources and good
faith of the whole community in the face of challenges; we have shared loss and sacrifice largely without
recriminations. That some of those who agree with these concerns chose not to join this meeting either
because they felt it would do no good or because they feared some form of retaliation is a measure of the
depth of the problem we face.

Marlboro is unusual both in its formal structure and its informal structure. In its formal structure, the
President and the Faculty are jointly responsible for the academic program, for admissions policy and
standards, and, ultimately, the maintenance of good order in campus life, though most of that last
responsibility is formally delegated to Town Meeting, in which the whole community participates.
Marlboro has an unusual philosophical integration between the academic life and the community within
which the teaching and learning occurs. Both the academic structure and the community structure are
unusual in the degree to which they presume individual responsibility for and control over the
circumstances within which we live and work. Our presumption has always been that the workings of the
community are intimately bound to the academic mission of the college. 

This may seem a rehearsal of the obvious or perhaps of the merely rhetorical, but these are in fact qualities
that have drawn and sustained faculty even when pay is low, they have drawn students from a remarkable
range of backgrounds and empowered them both here and in their lives beyond Marlboro, and they have
given staff the satisfaction of developing complex roles in an institution without many opportunities for
internal advancement. This is also a small community, both the college and the Marlboro/Brattleboro
community. We have lots of interlocking friendships and acquaintances outside of formal “channels,”
actions in one sphere may have consequences well beyond those directly affected.



You may not be accustomed to or even comfortable with the “leakiness” of small communities with
broadly shared interests. Such leakiness, however, is virtually inevitable and in fact is part of what makes
communities like this resilient: people know about and respond to issues often before they reach crisis
proportions. [The Dean of Faculty] has said that you have a particularly clear line delineating the elements
for which you are formally responsible. We recognize that some of the things we are worried about are
entirely within your formal charge. Nonetheless, we hope you realize that the whole community has a
substantial stake in your success as president. No one disputes your responsibility here, but responsibility
does not rule out genuine consultation and reconsideration as more information appears.

Consultation & Community Engagement:  

The secrecy of the search process that led to your appointment had the unfortunate effect of insulating
you from the community and from our expectation of involvement. You may know that many of us were
gravely concerned that such a lack of broad participation, though urged upon us as a necessity by our
search firm, was antithetical to our culture. As far as we are aware, you have not had any informal
background conversations with any members of the faculty to develop a more intimate and informed sense
of the institution. [The Dean of Faculty] has said that you rely on him for relaying faculty opinion, but he
serves at the pleasure of the president, which frankly looks a trifle dangerous these days, and he may not
himself have the same range of faculty observation that you might get.

You began the year by asking the Faculty and Town Meeting to elect representatives to the Senior Team.
Many thought that a promising response to a recently contentious issue. However, those reps never
reported and when queried said that they really had nothing to report, that they were never present for
discussion of substantive issues, and minutes of the meetings, previously circulated, ceased. Even the
already-established structures for broader input into decision-making have been disregarded. The Faculty
Finance Committee has said that they have seen less of the budget process than ever before; you have
characterized your interaction with that committee and with the Curriculum Committee and the
Committee on Faculty as consultation, but all three committees experienced that interaction as a report of
decisions already made.

We understand from a variety of those directly and indirectly involved that staff have had similar
experiences in PACSE, that when you asked PACSE representatives to suggest changes that would improve
efficiency and reduce costs, you treated their three pages of suggestions as trivial and even irritating. When
the members of Senior Team who were willing to comment openly on the suggestions supported them,
you nonetheless rejected them without explanation, accepting only the suggestion for Summer Fridays,
which you then announced without acknowledging PACSE’s role. When two conscientious members of
the committee chosen by their staff colleagues to represent them resign because they feel they cannot work
with you, that might give you pause; it certainly gives pause to the staff who elected them and to other
members of the community who observe their treatment.

As one faculty member wrote before the May 14th meeting between faculty and trustees, 

the decision to phase out the current retirement benefit package was, I believe, made
without the curriculum committee’s input, without the committee on faculty’s input,
without the input of those eligible for retirement, and certainly without consulting the
entire faculty.  That’s one reason we’re behind.  And it is one reason why the scale of the
challenge is as big as it is.  If you add up the number of years of teaching at Marlboro held



by the seven faculty offered ‘last call’ on the retirement benefit and add to it the years held
by Gloria and Cathy, who had already announced their intentions to retire, you get very
nearly 50% of the total.  That’s a change much bigger than any we’ve faced in the 16
years I’ve been here.

We talk about the importance of transparency and collective decision making.  We claim
to empower the community through these values.  We also claim that the faculty holds
control over the academic program.  These are not claims and values that we can observe
only when times are good and decisions are easy.  If we abandon them when times are
hard, we don’t have much to promise a new cohort of Renaissance Scholars where
self-governance is concerned.

You have spoken of the decision to end the phased retirement policy on short notice in ways that led us to
understand that the Board had been consulted and had approved the deadline. It is a shock to us, and
presumably to them, that there was no such approval. When you have been queried on this score (as on
the “consultation” with the faculty committees) your response has been only silence and vague suggestions
of some flexibility transmitted through Richard.

Transparency:

Although you declare a shared value of transparency in management, you have not seemed to live by that.
As noted above, minutes of Senior Team meetings no longer circulate and Faculty and Town Meeting reps
seem to have no substantive information. As far as we can gather, even members of the Senior Team are
frequently uncertain as to why or how a decision has been reached. Too many consequential decisions
appear to arrive from a “black box,” without visible input and with an unwillingness to consider
alternatives or unanticipated consequences or to reconsider on new evidence.

The presentation of Guillermo Rodriguez as a candidate for an honorary degree was an alarming instance
of the lack of transparency. As submitted for faculty consideration, his candidacy was in no way flagged
for special notice, and honorary degrees are ordinarily pretty much a pro forma vote. You were prepared
for a questions by having [the Development Director] present for explanations, but we had no way of
knowing until a question was raised that this candidate was not only unusual in his qualifications, but
extraordinary in the way his candidacy had been proposed, by solicitation from the Jimmy Kimmel Show.
Only direct questions revealed that this was a PR stunt, that there would be TV cameras on the floor, that
we had no control over how we, especially our graduates, might be presented. Even if such a departure
from standard practice in granting honorary degrees was going to be considered at all, transparency would
mean at a minimum that the departure would be noted and explained. That so many of us were opposed
to it on grounds of principle or the potential for ridicule and distraction from the celebration of our
students should have invited immediate reconsideration, yet the possibility of a visit to facilitate going
ahead persisted for a week and apparently is not yet beyond question.

The discussions of the budget at the two budget hearings and at Town Meeting was presented explicitly as
an instance of transparency and community engagement, yet on both those occasions you described the
process resulting in the ending of phased retirement in ways that led most of those present to believe that
the process had been well considered with the engagement of the appropriate committees for much of the
semester. People who had felt that they must not have been paying attention were grateful to learn that in
fact the whole process had taken place in about a month, but they were also distressed to find that a



decision with significant threat to the curriculum, to the program of Renaissance Scholars, and conceivably
to the college itself was presented as a fait accomplis, too late for their concerns or alternatives to have any
effect.

We have, presumably, some in-house expertise in management, at the graduate center, so perhaps some
alternatives to this less than communicative style might be considered.

Management Choices:

This is an area clearly within your formal responsibility, yet we cannot help observing that here too some
of your choices seem surprising and a challenge to the community’s confidence. If there was a single issue
on which the great majority of participants in the “advance” and the “low-hanging fruit” exercise agreed, it
was that our web site is abominable: dreary, difficult to navigate both from inside and outside, unclear
about our program and offerings, minimal in its presentation of what our graduates accomplish. Yet not
only has nothing been done to improve it, the people most capable of doing that work, even of
maintaining its present deficient function, have been discouraged until they left. Again, we had in-house
expertise in marketing in the person of [the director of the Graduate Center], but we have not used that,
either, and now he has been let go.

[The Grad Center director] was brought [up to positions on campus] in September and impressed many of
us by the way he engaged with the community, the way he listened but also challenged unexamined
assumptions. We understood from the series of additional responsibilities you placed on him, some of
them not obviously within his previous experience, that you recognized his competence. Then you
announce in March his departure in June, only to make that departure seem leisurely by abruptly telling
the community in April that he is leaving that day, with all contact information scrubbed from the college
system. 

At the same time, we have a Development Director with no experience in Development or Marketing, who
unreassuringly seems to have thought the Guillermo Rodriguez proposal was a good idea, who seems to
have little responsiveness to constructive suggestions from the community, and who is reportedly
outsourcing much of the work at marked expense and to no great effect beyond trustee contributions.
  
Summary: 

This is probably an unwelcome challenge to your management “style” and to the substance of some of
your decisions. We see the engagement this community offers as integral to our mission and integral to our
survival. The failure to engage in more than form now seems to threaten not only your constructive efforts,
notably with the Renaissance Scholars, but also confidence in the survival of the college itself. We do not
need our students new and old rattled at abrupt, unplanned changes in the curriculum. We do not need the
alumni initiating some form of social media protest campaign, as some of them have suggested. We do not
need newer faculty to feel they’d be wise to look for another place, no matter how much they believe in
this one. We do not need the local community doubting our future. The president and the faculty and the
staff need to work together to make the cuts and the changes that will allow us to survive in the short term
and to thrive again in the long term.

Note: the bracketed substitutions clarify for those unfamiliar with the individuals named in the originals



what role those people played in the college. They are added in July 2020. The original document was
presented on 23 June 2016 to the president with the Dean of Faculty by four members of the faculty with
quite different years of experience at the college.
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To: T. J. Donovan, AG Vermont & the Marlboro & Emerson Communities 

 

Introduction 

I am J LeShaé and I run an activist education initiative called Ms. J’s Classroom.  For 
the last four years I’ve served as the Principal of Conscious Consulting, where I’ve led 
social justice education and coaching for several institutions including The Black 
Teacher Collaborative, The Budd Center at Southern Methodist University, American 
Baptist College, One Goal, Teach For America, The Commit Partnership, and The 
Teaching Trust. I also head a youth leadership movement called Building 
Opportunities & Opening Minds (BOOM), which provides spaces of affirmation, 
decolonization, organization, and innovation for K-16 Black and Brown visionaries. I 
am a first-generation high school and college graduate, who received a full 
scholarship to obtain my B.A. in History from Clark Atlanta University (HBCU).   

I was a founding teacher at Democracy Prep Charter High School at the St. Phillips 
campus in Harlem, New York, during the 2009-2010 academic year.  I was recruited 
by Jonathan Howard and managed by the founding principal Lisa Friscia.  Seth 
Andrew served as the Superintendent at that time.  My observations and personal 
experiences with racial injustice during that year inspires my support of the activism 
of the Black & Brown at Democracy Prep. I stand in solidarity with them in their 
demands for restructure at Democracy Prep Public Schools and in their advocacy 
against the sale of the Marlboro campus to Seth Andrew & Democracy Builders.  I 
have also shared comments of my experiences at Democracy Prep with journalists in 
Marlboro. 

Identity & Lens 

Some of my most salient experiences (often misnomer-ed as identities) within our 
present social condition are racial (Blackness), gendered (Womanhood), cultural 
(Southern, community rich, capital poor), and spiritual (energetically aware 
sensitive/sensual). I was given the name Jamie LeShaé Jenkins at birth: Jamie, from 
my father, “LeShaé” from my mother, and “Jenkins” from British-American 
Confederates who fought to maintain slavery here in the United States.  I participate 
in this world within a dark-skinned (termed: Black), afro-haired, womb-body (termed: 
female or woman), and I identify as energy.    

I am actively decolonizing from the ever-present violence of Western European 
colonial social systems.  Thus, both as an individual and as an educator, I resist all 
practices of miseducation and psychological trauma from systems of thought rooted 
in the legacy of colonial occupation of the Americas, Africa, and South Asia. I also 
stand against any practices of white-dominance or control over the 



bodies/minds/spirits of First Nations (Native American) people, displaced African 
people, or their descendants, including, but not limited to, that which occurs within 
schools.  Because of this, I am a 13-year career activist for educational equity, racial 
justice, and freedom.    

Additionally, my truths and lived experiences, which I offer as medicine for human 
healing, can be experienced by those who benefit from our present social structures, 
as confusing, conflicting, or even painful. Subsequently, in many cases, my words 
alone are treated as destructive or dangerous, and have led to threats against my 
livelihood.   These realities influence my life, language, and lens. 

Anonymity 

I choose to lend my face and name to this movement with keen awareness of the 
dangers of full disclosure.  I have personally experienced the impacts of truth-telling 
against injustices performed by institutions and/or white people of wealth.  From 
instances of being black-balled in certain corners of the philanthropy and education 
reform worlds, to being physically threatened with a gun by 2 white men while having 
lunch on the patio of a Cheesecake Factory in 2014, I know very practically that 
openly performing as a moral conscience in a racist society is not safe.   

I have observed many questions and critiques of the anonymity of the Black & Brown 
at DP Collective.  While this is disappointing to me, I recognize that humans often 
struggle to conceptualize rationale for conditions that they have not personally 
experienced.  For example, if we have not been reprimanded for speaking up against 
racism, or if we have not personally experienced harm from racists; empathizing with 
Black and Brown activists who choose to protect themselves with anonymity may 
prove difficult.  Further research into social justice activism may aid us in our struggle.  
The Movement for Black Lives offers a model of decentralized leadership and 
practices of some levels of anonymity.  Lessons from our past resistance movements, 
when participants were assassinated, penalized on jobs and in schools, and/or placed 
on the FBI’s Most Wanted List, help us to be more strategic in our approaches today.   
In 2020, many collectives have chosen anonymity as an organizing strategy, including 
several other charter school systems, like Success Academies, and Uncommon 
Schools; as well as magazines, like Essence. However, even without personal 
experiences, we still have at least two windows of opportunity to declare our values – 
via history and our humanity. 

Our Schooling Condition 

Much of the present US American schooling condition is a legacy of colonialism.  In 
the same way that European settlers planted flags on foreign lands with missions of 
civilizing indigenous people through occupation and domination; leaders of no-
excuses charter systems, including Seth Andrew through Democracy Prep and now 



Democracy Builders, plant their institutional flags in Black and Brown communities 
with the same missionary zeal.  We do not expect reformers to request the 
perspectives of Black and Brown experts and educators, nor do we require them to 
seek permission from the community leaders and parents of the places they are 
entering.  We just join in this 500-year history of white-domination over Black and 
Brown beings, blindly. Perhaps it is too painful to consider how we have been 
complicit in continuing this ugly dominance legacy in American history.  Perhaps, 
because we have endured our own miseducation, studying history from books that 
erase the terroristic truths of eugenics and Native American boarding schools, or the 
triumphs of community schools or Black-led universities (HBCUs), we haven’t a clue of 
the atrocities that have happened, and that are still happening.  For those of us who 
core values of equity and justice, we must deeply interrogate the parallels between 
settler-colonialists and neocolonialists, and question why if we can now name the 
harm in one, that which resulted in the enslavement of Black bodies, why can’t we see 
the harm in the other, that which shackles Black minds and spirits?  Whatever the 
reason, let us no longer allow ignorance to destroy our humanity. 

Over 200 people have submitted stories to the Black & Brown at DP Collective.  While 
not everyone who attended Democracy Prep Public Schools perceive the institution 
negatively, many do.  I do.  My experiences at Democracy Prep’s Charter High School 
with racial discrimination and trauma at DPCHS largely inspired my zeal for designing 
and leading social justice education in large education reform organizations.  What I 
saw there was horrible.  I can confirm that several of the anonymous submissions to 
BNB@DP align to my observations and experiences at the institution between 2009-
2010.  Regardless of this, the bigger issue is the problematic orientations of DPPS’s 
founder, Seth Andrew, where these conditions of racial harm festered, are still 
present within that institution even after his exit.  At present, he has chosen non-
response when invited to reconcile and rectify these issues, to protect his ego.  He 
does not suffer the same critique as the Black and Brown folk who respond, but 
choose to not to reveal themselves, to protect their psychological and economic 
safety. 

There are students and faculty who had great experiences with DPPS, just as there are 
others who suffered abuses.  What will it take for us to resist the restrictions of 
“either/or” thinking and welcome the healing of “both/and”?  One truth does not 
negate the other.  When harm is being communicated, at any level and in any way 
within our schools, we have a legal responsibility to investigate.  The onus is not on 
victims to subject themselves to additional injury for the sake of satisfying public 
curiosity.  It is on us, the citizens of communities where these institutions exist, or are 
being installed, to ask questions about, and to push against the trends of racial 
injustice that are being communicated.  That said, if we find ourselves hyper-critical of 
the Black and Brown people sharing truths under the cover of an anonymous 



collective (just as several other grassroots activists have chosen to), yet we are 
somehow confident in narratives offered by white people and the institutions they 
control (along with their access to money, press, powerful partnerships, and racial 
privileges that Black and Brown activists are not privy to), let us also name and accept 
that truth as evidence of our affinity to the culture of white supremacy.  In that vein, let 
us then own the limitations of our perspectives and honor that we are yet equipped 
to interpret or solve this situation equitably.  Let us demonstrate justice by inviting 
racial equity practitioners, Black and Brown education experts, and children and 
families from our communities to speak and lead in these matters.  Let them have the 
final say. 

Investigation 

All in all, Black and Brown people are simply demanding that we – individuals and 
institutions – be and do better.  That’s all.  The Movement for Black Lives exploded 
into a global movement this year, and in turn, demands for racial justice are 
happening everywhere.  The activism of BNB@DP is not unique, but a microcosm of a 
larger reality.  The people of Vermont’s communities have an opportunity to consider 
its core values and who it wants to be on the other side of history.  If anonymity leaves 
too many unanswered questions for decision makers to move forward concretely, or 
to dissolve the bill of sale to Seth Andrew, let it also inspire a full independent 
investigation into the accusations/allegations against Seth Andrew, Democracy Prep 
and the current Democracy Builders.  Seth communicated in his essay on 
medium.com a realization that he has more work to do and made commitments to 
anti-racism.  Allowing an independent investigation into these allegations is a way for 
Seth to demonstrate a good-faith effort of his commitments, or on the other end, to 
prove that these accusations are fallacious.  My recommendation to the Marlboro and 
Emerson communities, as well as to T. J. Donovan, the Attorney General of Vermont, 
is to call for the halt of the sale until an independent investigation is conducted to 
determine the severity of crimes communicated by former and current students and 
staff including: financial mismanagement, illegal transcript and score handling, racial 
discrimination and HR breeches, policing of Black and Brown bodies, and sexual 
misconduct with minors. 

Let us not allow anymore extraneous minutia to distract us from the larger 
opportunity in front of us.  Let us be diligent in pursuing racial equity and 
accountability in schooling for all young people and educators in our communities.  

 

Truth, justice, and love. 

J LeShaé 



An Open Letter on Merging

This merger, if you can think of the whale swallowing Jonah as a merger, is certainly better than

closing: better for the town and southern Vermont; better for the tenured and tenure-track faculty,

at least for the short run; better for the Music School; better for those who depart without a

closure on their resumes; better for students in mid-course, as long as they are able to persist with

a Marlboro education. I am not at all sure that it is better for Marlboro College and its history in

the medium-to-long run. I hope that the Memorandum of Understanding can be drawn with

sufficient care to sustain something of the Marlboro that has persisted against long odds for

seventy-three years. I have a variety of concerns that I want to share, though I feel certain that

others much more closely involved, and with more at stake, are already engaged with most of

them. Forgive me if I state the obvious, and forgive me for a backward reference or two.

My first and greatest concern is that the MOU define some sort of path back out for the College,

with much of its endowment intact, should UB not live up to the hopes. The only reason we

remember Jonah is that he got back out, and his whale receded into the sea of undistinguished

whales. I foresee substantial difficulties in making this merger work to sustain Marlboro as a set

of educational, cultural, and intellectual values. Not least is the endowment itself, which I

presume is the key to Bridgeport's interest, whatever moving testimony Laura Trombley has

offered for the more intangible values. Bridgeport in its history absorbed many millions of

dollars from the Unification Church, made a substantial number of accommodating changes, but

has now reportedly pruned the last of those away. I hold no brief at all for the Moonies –

Bridgeport is well quit of them – but we must consider this as at least potentially an instructive

precedent.

The integration of these two very different instructional models, with very different educational

philosophies, and very different sorts of students, will be tricky indeed. There are real potential

strengths too, of course, and those need to be defined clearly with well-defined standards for

whether we are achieving them. (The Renaissance Scholar program had neither clearly defined

goals nor any standard for assessing whether it achieved anything more than a brief, expensive,

boost in enrollment.) Having a substantial number of students visiting for a semester or two, then

disappearing, never to re-engage could have a severe diluting effect on Marlboro classes, which

tend to rely on students' growing experience with the challenges we present. UB's course

descriptions in areas that we teach suggest that even in the areas in which we overlap, what

Marlboro is doing is markedly different and significantly more serious. Moreover, it seems quite

possible that many UB students, some proportion of whom seem to be older and well embarked

upon their lives, could regard a semester or two at Marlboro as an exile to Siberia. We have some

problems on that score with our own students.

My second, related, concern is for the governance of Marlboro. The authority formally delegated

by the Board to the faculty over Marlboro's academic program and standards and over admissions

standards and policies is an essential element of how the college has worked. So is the authority

over the college's social and political life delegated to the Faculty and on to the Town Meeting.

The integration of students' responsibility for their individual academic program and their



responsibility for their collective social and community welfare is part of what distinguishes a

Marlboro education. I expect those provisions, both for the Faculty and for Town Meeting (so

both for the academic program and for community life), will necessarily lapse when our Board

ceases to exist, as I've heard it will. Our democratic traditions, though acknowledged and

admired in the abstract, are fundamentally in conflict with the administrative model of most

universities these days, and I see nothing on UB's web site to reassure me. To be frank, our own

administration in recent years has not really understood, appreciated, or complied with our

governance principles, and I suspect that that is part of what has brought us to this sad juncture.

Without those principles and without the experience of responsibility and community they

support, I fear that Marlboro will fade dismally away as an embarrassment to its former self.

I have heard that though our tenured faculty will remain tenured, they may also be required to

teach in Bridgeport and to meet Bridgeport's workload definitions, presumably as articulated and

overseen by Bridgeport's Dean or Provost. I don't assume bad faith, but I fear it, and it would not

be hard to prune our faculty and academic program dramatically by requiring transfers to

Bridgeport, leaving our endowment to support UB largely or wholly without Marlboro.

Given the critical importance of trustees in negotiating how all of this will work as we proceed, I

feel moved to express some frustration with how we have arrived at this juncture. I am well

aware of the demographic and cultural changes that challenge Marlboro and a great many other

liberal arts institutions. I also believe that the national tendency to undermine faculty authority

and independence (hardly any colleges or universities now operate with anywhere near a majority

of faculty in tenured or even tenure-track positions) and the associated scorn in our culture and

politics for critical thinking and liberal arts disciplines have contributed mightily to the disastrous

political conditions that now threaten our very democracy. The values of fair intellectual

discourse and civility that are embedded in liberal arts colleges and universities have also

sustained our polity, and we see all around us what happens when they disappear, replaced by the

exercise of raw power and economic interests apparently prepared to sacrifice our collective

future for individual profit in the present. So I do not view Marlboro's problems in isolation.

However, though Marlboro has had years, now, of low enrollment, I remain convinced that there

are and always have been at least a hundred students a year who belong at Marlboro and who

would come if we presented ourselves in an exciting, challenging, and honest way. The faculty

have been arguing since before Ellen left that our web site was a recruiting disaster: confusing,

inelegant, incoherent, and difficult to navigate. It was virtually impossible, for instance, for

prospective students or their parents to find out what sorts of careers our graduates went on to.

Faculty were no longer asked to interview prospective students. The very real challenges and

excitement of working to define and carry out your own academic program were almost

concealed, rather than featured. In retreat after retreat, outside of term time, the faculty repeatedly

identified improvements to the web site and recruiting strategies that were never made. I have not

yet had time to explore the new web site, which seems substantially better, but that it appears

only as the college itself is absorbed by UB is distressing. The opening page of the new web site

leads with a silly video declaring that everyone is welcome here without ever saying anything

about why one should want to come (other parts of the page are better, but that's what comes at

the top).



We have more endowment; more alumni trustees, with their intimate understanding of the

institution and what it can mean in a life and career; a better physical plant; a broader range of

resources in the library and in technical facilities than in the many years when the college

hovered on the brink of financial disaster. We have a dynamic faculty dedicated to the ideals of

the college, to excellent teaching and mentorship and to deep participation in the academic

community. Yet we also have an administration that has misled the faculty, Town Meeting, and

the Board about critical issues, apparently without serious consequence, except the decay of the

very community that has sustained us. 

We have a graduate program founded explicitly to subsidize the undergraduate college but which

has almost never done so (even in the few years when it produced a nominal surplus, the

administrative time from our Dean, our Library, our maintenance staff, etc., were not included in

Grad Center budgets). The Grad Center has blurred the Marlboro College identity and despite

repeated "deadlines" by which it was supposed to at least break even, it has steadily contributed

to our deficit, as far as I can tell, right up to the present.

I list these deficiencies because they have been presented to the Board yet not acted on decisively

at a stage when they might have made some (possibly not enough) difference. We are now in a

full-blown crisis when only a really hard-nosed and sustained grappling with the structure under

which the college might be sustained will do what's necessary. I know that each of you has many

other responsibilities, as I do myself, so I understand that it may not be possible at this stage,

with the whale's jaws closing around us, to prevent the eventual loss of what has been a

genuinely rare and impressive institution. Unlike the Music School, which has shared most of our

history, we are not an elite institution, able to accept only the most accomplished Participants.

Our mission has always included the acceptance of many students whose past academic records

are less than sterling but who seem to have the native intelligence and strength of character to

prosper in an atmosphere of respect for them as adults and capable of responsible choice. 

The Plan of Concentration has analogs at other institutions in their Honors Programs, but what

sets Marlboro apart is that every graduate completes one, at a level of difficulty and

accomplishment that varies, of course, but that challenges every student in a way that the more

usual separation between Honors candidates and everyone else does not. In that respect, the

expectation that every participant demonstrate achievement in a set of skills of their own

choosing, as well as in the general atmosphere in which faculty mentors and their students study

and learn together, we have much in common with the Music School quite apart from Potash

Hill.

The restoration of a genuine practice of consultation and transparency involving the entire

college community (trustees, faculty, faculty emeriti, students, alumni, and staff) is essential to

preserving much that’s worth preserving of Marlboro. The decision to carry out our last

presidential search in secret (on the advice of our search company, but without any evidence I

have been able to find that such confidential searches achieve better results) went against our

long practice and set the stage for a series of other actions and decisions in which administrative

“efficiency” and “necessity” has undermined community participation in destructive ways. We

are now in the midst of a process in which the letter that went out on our behalf is a secret, the



letter of intent is mostly secret, the process of negotiating the Memorandum of Understanding is

secret. This secrecy means that when we read a PR release from our administration that  is

inconsistent with the PR release from our supposed partner, or inconsistent with reporting in the

Connecticut paper, we have no way of knowing or of testing what to believe or whom to trust. In

this atmosphere, necessarily of distrust or at least uncertainty, it is impossible for all of us to

assure our students, our neighbors, even each other, that the outcome is workable or even

desirable. We are wasting a great deal of good will from people who love and support this

institution, from people who have drawn much from their work here and given much in return.

People feel disrespected or ignored and many respond with indignation or anger or disgust.

Higher education will lose something extraordinary if Marlboro disappears (even if remnants

persist).  Marlboro demands a great deal from those associated with it, but the demands have

been matched with the rewards of mutual respect and confidence and satisfaction. The

preservation of those demands, rewards, and satisfactions must be at the forefront of negotiations

if Marlboro is not to be simply digested into the educational pablum of a lesser institution. We

have been told repeatedly that economics and demographics are driving this process, which

makes this result seem inevitable. I suggest that we must recast the terms in which we examine

what has been happening, must look for the areas in which we do have control or may assert

control. We need to preserve our assets, whether material, moral, intellectual, or political. We

need a vision that inspires us and excites others to join us.

I offer below a possible script for the opening video on the web page. I suggested this several

years ago, and many colleagues, quite a few trustees, and even the then Admissions Director

thought it was exciting, but it never went anywhere. 

Marlboro is hard! 
You have to know what you want to do and then do it. Well, you don’t have to know when you get here,
but you have to figure it out, and figure out who will help you, and the keep at it until you finish!
I wrote a novel
I wrote an opera and took it to New York
I spent six months in Morocco working in women’s health

Marlboro is hard!
You may think you can write, but they take it seriously.  If you can’t write well, you can’t even stay.
I wrote about Randall Jarrell and German History
I wrote about grizzlies in Alaska, both for biology and my own stories.
I wrote about a sculptor named Arthur Ganson, who makes wild machines out of wire.)
 
Marlboro is hard!
It’s not a straight path to anything.
I wrote my own poetry and taught in a prison, and now I’m a lawyer.
I studied modern Greek poetry and wrote my own poetry and now I’m an atmospheric chemist.
I studied theater and acting and now I’m an actor (Well sometimes the path is straighter than others, but
it’s long!)



Marlboro is hard!
It’s out on a hillside in southern Vermont and it gets dark at night! The stars are amazing!
Half the time your cell phone won’t work.
Sometimes the power goes out in an ice storm
or the road down to town is closed in a blizzard.
We actually have a thing called “mud season.”
But sometimes the days are so gorgeous you can’t stand to stay inside.

Marlboro is hard! 
The classes are tiny – here twenty is huge – 
so there’s no hiding at the back and reading your mail.
They know who you are and they can see right away if you’ve done the assignments. No slackers!

Marlboro is hard!
You know all your teachers by first names, and they know you.
If you break up with someone, you’ll still see them at meals or in the library.
You have to get on with it.
By the time you’re a senior you know the whole college, including the teachers and most of the staff.

Marlboro is hard!

T. Hunter Wilson
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Deb Matthews

Good Morning,
 
As an Alum, I’m concerned that Marlboro College may be sold to an institution or
individual that may support discrimination and White Supremist doctrine. If this is
true all that Marlboro College’s name & what it stood for would be sullied. That’s
unacceptable.
 
Thank you,
Bob B. Little Tree ‘95
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Martin Heck
Save Marlboro College, Director

Putney, Vermont 05346
http://www.savemarlborocollege.org





Daniel P. Richardson | Attorney
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Richardson | Shems LLP

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic e-mail transmission may contain confidential
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distribution, copying, or disclosure of this communication by any other person or entity is strictly
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